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In this stunning sequel to the highly acclaimed Daughter of Smoke and Bone, Karou must come to

terms with who and what she is, and how far she'll go to avenge her people. Filled with heartbreak

and beauty, mysteries and secrets, new characters and old favorites, Days of Blood and Starlight

brings the richness, color and intensity of the first book to a brand new canvas. Daughter of Smoke

and Bone was declared a "must read" by Entertainment Weekly, was named a Best Book of the

Year by .com, and The New York Times called it "a breath-catching romantic fantasy."
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Holy crap. So many twists and turns. My head is spinning!! Absolutely phenomenal!Seeing as this is

the second book in a series, I'll keep this review short as to not spoil anything. Because trust me,

you don't want me to spoil a single, gosh-darn thing. This book was absolutely amazing. I did get a

little frustrated with Karou towards the end, but it didn't last long.As for Akiva, he has a heart of

gold... Can I just say that again? Heart. Of. Gold. He wants to do the best thing always, but he also

listens to his heart. To what it calls for. To his brother and sister. To his kind. To his love.Karou, too,

tries to listen to do the right thing, but she feels her heart has betrayed her in her past life and her

present. She wanted what she shouldn't, so she fights against her heart. She tries to redirect. It's

saddening and maddening, but it's also so relatable. I mean, wouldn't I do the same thing given her

situation?The struggle is real.After all the books I have read, I can honestly say that there is nothing

quite like this series. If you haven't already, mark this series on your TBR list. You won't regret it!!



I read this series a couple of years ago and fell in love with it. So much! I will now read anything that

Laini writes, sight unseen.This week was finally time for my audiobook re-read and I am loving it. I

finished DOSAB a couple days ago and started right into book 2. Now I'm up late, having had to

stay up just to finish it so I can move on to Monsters tomorrow. I have to say again that the narrator,

Khristine Hvam is a brilliant reader, with all her accents and voices. She really brings Laini's books

to life, so much so that I found myself laughing out loud, or talking back to her/Karou several times.

This is a must read for any fantasy lover, and I highly recommend the audiobooks.

Normally, when I get a book that has no text-to-speech and isn't lendable I give it fewer stars in the

rating. But since I love this series so much that I would give it more than five stars for each book,

you can only go down to the limit of five from above. Dar rationalization. I'm sticking to it! Besides,

without the narration of Khristine Hvam, I think, this book would just be average. Who am I kidding?

I think it would still be fantastic. Khristine Hvam is just the icing on the cake--but isn't that the best

part?Book two starts off immediately where book one left off. Good think I reread book one to

understand that. The adventure continues with all the same players and a few new ones. I love that

there are more points of view introduced in this book. Zuzana now has her own part to play as does

her boyfriend, Mik. Their thoughts and histories add humor and wonder to a crazy world that Karou

and Akiva already knew and showed us in book one. I love Zuzana so much. I love her sense of

humor and excitement. I may love her more than the main character, Karou. But Mik is adorable,

too. They add a lot to the story.I want to write more, but book three is calling so loudly that I can't

think of anything else to say. Please, give this series a chance, preferably with the narration. I think

you may love it as much as I do. Now let me go bury myself in the next book. Bye!

"Once upon a time, an angel and a devil fell in love and dared to imagine a new way of living--one

without massacres and torn throats and bonfires of the fallen, without revenants or bastard armies

or children ripped from their mothers' arms to take their turn in the killing and dying."Once the lovers

lay entwined in the moon's secret temple and dreamed of a world that was like a jewel box without a

jewel--a paradise waiting for them to find it and fill it with their happiness."This was not that

world."Daughter of Smoke and Bone enraptured me last year and its sequel, Days of Blood and

Starlight, similarly captured my imagination and heart from the first page and would not relinquish it

even to the last.Days of Blood and Starlight is a successor epic in scope - Taylor admirably expands

upon the wildly romantic Daughter and takes readers to the darker, war-ravaged world of the



chimaera and seraphim. There is plenty of blood spilt in Days, but characters from the different

sides begin to question what it is they're fighting for. War is depicted in all of its facets and

perspectives, from Misbegotten angel soldiers, avenging rebels, to innocent refugees caught in the

crosshairs.Although war is at the forefront of this novel, its myriad characters' plights, seraphim and

chimaera, as well as humans, give Days its stirring emotional depth. As in Daughter, I had some

"Oh, no!" heart-wrenching moments with new and familiar faces. However, I was very glad that

although Days leaves Prague behind, Zuzana and Mik appear in delightful scenes to balance the

darkness of the rest of the book.Mirroring the narrative shift of the trilogy, Karou also undergoes a

similar transformation from naive teenage girl of the first book to a guilt and anger-ridden force

within the Chimaera. She and Akiva, in their own separate narratives, undergo soul-searching and

try to find their true purpose while still longing for each other. As the title promises, there is a bit of

bittersweet Starlight in this sequel, all the more effective when juxtaposed with the brutality of the

endless war.Days of Blood and Starlight has everything I loved in Daughter of Smoke and Bone:

amazingly imagined fantasy world; suspenseful plot; characters that won my heart and my avid

hate, alike; and above all, exquisite writing.
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